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Part One : Active Exercises

Main Benefit of the exercises

The active exercises are like moving meditation.
They strengthen our physical energy and help to open all of the energy channel in the body. They
help bring our yin and yang back into balance, get rid of energy blockages and develop our spiritual
energy so that we can heal physically, mentally and spiritually at the same time.

When doing the active exercises without the teacher or instructors for guidance you can do any
combination of the individual exercises for any amount of time. Also, you can practice these
exercise while standing, sitting, or lying down. (Remember: Good, better, best and simply do the that
you can,
Knowing that you will receive the benefit you need.) And remember that, Qigong active exercises
open all the energy channel in the body through gentle moment and helping to focus the mind and
breath. Try doing the active exercises at least once a daily.
The level one series consists of the following exercises, which are described, in detail on the follow
pages:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Beginning of the Universe
Forming of Yin and Yang
Moving of Yin and Yang
Breathing of the Universe
Joining of Yin and Yang
Harmony of Universal energy
Seven Step of New Life
Ending: Harvesting of Qi
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1- Beginning of the Universe
This exercise bring you focus back into your body and wakes up the internal energy.
There are many energy channels in the body, but the most the important one are the front channel and the
back Channel. The front channel runs through the front and middle of the body; the back runs along the spine
to the head.
All the other channel work around these two channel and so a blockage in these two channel will result in a
problem for the body. When you practice this exercises,
Place your tongue against the roof of your mouth, because the tongue acts as the switch connecting the two
channels.
When you practicing this exercise you may notice tingling sensations in your fingers and feet as the energy
channel in feet and the hands wake up.
It’s a good idea to do “ Beginning of the Universe Qigong” for 2-3 minutes prior to practicing any of the other
Qigong active exercises. This will help you to become more settled, more aware of your body, breath and
more connected with the Universal energy.
 When doing this exercise standing, stand straight, toes pointing forward, knees slightly
bent.
 Set your feet a little more than shoulder width apart for good balance.
 Wear a smile on your face to relax every part of your body and stimulate the brain to
produce endorphins.

Draw your chin back a little to straighten the entire spine. (Energy travel up and down
the spine in the governing channel much better when the spine is straight.)
 Gaze forward and close your eyes.
 Gently rest the tip of your tongue on the roof of your mouth.
 Open your fingers.
 Drop the shoulders. Gently hold the elbows outward.
 Slowly take a deep, silent and gentle breath through your nose. As your breathe in, draw the lower part of your
stomach in a little. As your breathe out, let stomach out.
 Imagine using your whole body to breathe. Visualize the universe energy coming into every cell of your body and
colleting in the lower dantian. (The lower Dantian is the body’s primary energy centre located deep behind the
navel.

When you exhale, visualize any pain or sickness changing into smoke and shooting out from every cell of
your body to the end of the universe.
Gently say in your mind:
“I’m in the universe.
The universe is in my body.
The universe and I combine together”
Feel the emptiness, quietness, and stillness of the universe.
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2- Forming of Yin and Yang
Hold this posture to rebalance the energy in the body.
The upper part of the torso above the navel is belongs to yang energy and the lower part of the torso
under the navel belongs to yin energy. One of the reasons people get sick is because the Yin and
Yang energies scatter and are no in good balance. This exercise helps to balance those energies.

When doing this exercise you may feel tingling sensations in your hands and warmth in the chest
and lower stomach, which are areas faced by your palms. You may also feel a current running in the
middle of the torso or along the spine, which is the energy channels opening.
 To begin, slowly rise your right hand (The Yang Male energy) to the upper
chest and your left hand ( The Yin female energy) to the lower stomach.
Your palms face your body, without touching it, to create a sensation of
emptiness.
 Visualize a transparent energy column in the middle of your torso shining
with beautiful colors. The energy column runs from the head to the bottom
of the torso and can be larger or smaller depending upon your
visualization.
 As you hold your hands in this posture drop your elbows and remain still
so that energy flows uninterrupted.
 Continue to feel the emptiness of the universe as you remain in this
position.

3 - Moving of Yin and Yang
This exercise is a fundamental exercise of SPQ.it balance helps heal all the internal organs, open
the heart and aligns the spine.
During this exercise the palms face the central line of the torso where are lost of energy points
relate to the internal organs. Through the guidance of your mind and the movement of your
hands the heart energy and the kidney energy join. Blockage open.
 Stand with your feet shoulder width apart, toes pointing forward, knees slightly bent. Wear a
smile on your face. Draw your chin back to straighten the spine cord. Relax and drop the
shoulders. Open your fingers.
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 Begin in the forming the Yin and Yang posture. When your
settle begin to move your hands. Your right hand moves out
and down to the bottom of your torso while your left hand
moves in and up to your face. Your hands continue moving
in this circular pattern.
 Visualize a transparent energy column of beautiful colors
running from the top of you’re the head to the bottom of the
torso. While moving the hands, visualize the energy moving
up and down the transparent column. Imagine the channel
in the torso opening completely.

Feel the energy. Use your elbow to guide the movements and use your hands to feel the
energy.
 Move your hands as slowly as possible (3-5 circle per minutes to begin). Moving slowly more
energy.
 As you continue the movement, try to keep your fingers open in order o receive high quality
energy.
Tip: try not to move your spine from side to side, because that movement interferes with your
energy moving deeper into the emptiness

4-Breathing of the universe
This exercise heal the lungs, skin and balance the energy inside and outside of the body.
During this exercise the movement of your hands combined with the breathing technique helps to
open blockages in the whole body, especially the lungs.
As you practice try to feel energy as it expands in the space between your hands as you open
them and then compresses as you close them. Your hands
don’t touch each other.
 Begin with both hands facing each other in front of the
Lower dantian (Navel area.)
 Keep a space between the body and the hands and
between both hands. In this way you can keep the
feeling of emptiness.
 With your awareness in your lower dantian take tree
deep breaths.
 Then, as you inhale move your hands open to the side;
exhale as you close your hands.
 Use your hands and body to feel the energy while you use the elbow guide the action. (your
hands do not touch.)
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 Use your whole body to breathe. While you inhale visualize the pure universe energy flowing
into your body from every part of the body and gathering in the lower datian.
 While you exhale, imagine any sickness or pain turning into air or smoke and shooting out
from very part of the body to the end of the universe.
 Stay still and relaxed. Gently rest your tongue against the roof of your mouth. Wear a smile.

5- Joining of Yin and Yang
this exercise balance the energy in the body.
As you practice this exercise you build energy in the lower dantian ( the energy centre deep behind
the navel.)
 Begin with both hands facing each other in front of the lower dantian as in the previous
exercise ( Breathing of the universe )
 Imagine your hands coming together around a ball of energy about the side of balleyball.
 Imagine yo are that ball of energy.
 Keep your fingers open so the energy can flow.
 Keep your palms facing each other.
 Begin “ rolling the ball” by moving your hands from top to bottom and from bottom to top.
 Move slowly feeling the energy.
 Continue rolling the ball.
 Imagine your body’s energy is in the ball and being totally renewed.
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6 – Harmony of the Universe
This energy exercise helps to open blockage, heal the body, and balance the energy in the left and
right brain. It also helps move spiritual energy to a higher level.
During this exercise , as you move your hands and body you open blockage in the lungs, breasts,
liver, spine, shoulders, lower back and hips. When you practice this exercise with your eyes closed
you may see more colors.
Receive energy from the universe with your hands.

1. As you inhale, raise the energy ball up in front of you and up over
your head. Open your hands and arms wide above you’re your
head, palms up, head slightly up.

2. Whole your breath as you brings your hands together, closing your
fingers. Bring the energy down with your hands to cover your head
without touching your head. Hold for tress seconds.
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3. Exhale as you bring your hands down, passing the face. As you
reach the chin, bring your hands together, palms in and
continue moving your hands down until you come to your lower
stomach.

4. Inhale. Open your fingers as you open your hands wide to the
sides as you did in “Breathing of the universe”. Use your elbows
to guide the movement and your hands to feel the energy.

5. Exhale as you bring your hands in, collecting more energy.

6. Keep closing your hands until they pass each other and are in line with
the elbow area with your right hands on top first and left hand at the
bottom. Your palms face down; hands do not touch the elbows.
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7. Inhale; lower your head down and lean forward to the right until
your head is over the right elbow without touching the elbow.
Your head turns slightly to the left. Remain in this position as you
exhale.

8. Inhale, drawing the right hands up and to the right until your arm is
straight. The fingers of the right hand continue pointing to the left
with the palm facing down. At the same time, your left hand moves
out pressing down to the left.

9. Fingers point to the right with the palm down. This open all six
energy channels in your hands. If you turn your fingers outward,
only tree channel open. Lean forward to the left heel up pointing the
toes. ( Moving the heels up and down can help open the six channels
in the feet.)

10.Exhale as you open the right hand, turn it facing down and smoothly
move it down in a circle, as the left hand move in until you
are holding the energy ball between your hands once again.

11.Repeat the cycle, this time moving to your left ( for step 8).
Alternate right and left with each cycle and end on the
opposite side you began.

7 – Seven steps of new life
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This exercise helps to improve balance and heal the body. It is especially helpful for arthritis, cold
hands and cold feet.
This is the “Plunger” technique. Like a bellows, you draw energy into the body, collect in your lower
dantian and pump it throughout the entire body.
This exercise opens and clear all of the body’s energy channels.
Starting with your left leg, imagine using your whole body as a bellows for moving energy to these
seven levels:

1---Navel
2 ---Heart
3---Shoulders
4---Throat
5---Nose
6---Forehead
7---Top of the Head
( Warning: Pregnant women should skip this exercise. The movement of the energy might disturb
the peace of the baby. It will not harm the baby but is not helpful.)

Seven Step of new life (Continue)
 Inhale and visualize universe energy flowing into your body through every cell and collecting
in the first level behind the navel.
 Exhale, pushing the energy down to the toes. Second level, the heart level.
 Exhale, pushing the energy down to the toes.
 Repeat this process multiple times through all of the level.
Use your hands to guide the energy, On each inhale move your
hands up to the upper chest with your palms facing up . On each
exhale, move your hands down to your lower torso with your
palms facing down.

On each inhale, lift your leg with the toes pointing to the ground. Always start with your left leg and
alternate through the exercise.
You may do as many rounds of the seven levels as you wish. When finished, inhale one more time.
Visualize energy flowing into you body and collecting in your lower dantian. Exhale without
focusing your mind on anything.
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8 – Ending Exercise: Harvesting of Qi

These exercises balance and adjust the energy in the body and help the body to heal faster.

Each of the SFQ Active Exercise (1-7) can be practiced separately . You might choose one or two
movements each day or you might choose to do them all.
However, always finish with the ending exercise. This will bring you out of your meditation and
help put the qi into the right places of your body.

1. Rub your hands together, palm to palm.

2. Massage your face: with your palms toward
your face use your middle fingers to push up
along the bridge of the nose until your fingers
reach the forehead; cover the face to chin.

3. Comb your head with your fingers form front to the back of the head. The
tips of your fingers touch your scalp.

4. Form your hands into a cup. Pat your head with your
cupped hands from front to back.
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5. Massage you ears from top to bottom. Massage every part of the ear.

6. Cup your hands again and pat the inside and outside of each arm

7. Pat the chest and stomach from top to
bottom.

8. Pat the underarm area on the left side and then the right side.

9. Massage the stomach by interlacing your fingers and
massage right to left in a clockwise direction.

10. Bent over at the waist. Cup your hands again and
pat the kidney area. Then, use the back of your
hands to massage this area several times. Turn
your hands over and massage the kidney a few
more times.
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11.Support your kidney by covering them with your hands and slowly
straighten the body by lifting the back and shoulder. Lift the head last.

12.Use your chin to draw a horizontal
circle from left to right eight times.
Repeat in the other direction.

13.Dolphin the neck by moving the head slightly
forward and up, then down and back. This is the
same as drawing a vertical circle. Do this eight
times.

14.Support the kidney area with your hands and
dolphin the whole spine: move the upper part of
the body forward first; bend the knees and move
the knees forward; and extend the stomach, the
chest, and the head. Do this eight times.

15.Straighten the body. Lift your hands up in from your
chest with your palms down and your elbows slightly
higher than the shoulders. Look forward. Lead with the
elbows and swing you’re your arm from left to right,
keeping your head and hips facing forward. Do this eight
times.
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16. Lower the elbows to the stomach level and repeat the
swing motion eight times. ( Be gentle if you have lower
back problems.

17.Tapping the tailbone: While standing, lean your head and
neck forward so that there is a slight curve to your spine. Pat
the tailbone and sacrum area with cupped hands or loose
fists for two to three minutes.

18.Rest your hands down at your sides. Lift your body up by stretching the heels up (That is,
standing on your toes) and dropping the heels down eight times.

( Note: Pregnant women should skip this heel drop exercise.)

Active exercises
In the ending exercises we we have moments that involve the spine and massaging and patting the
body. Let’s explore why we do these exercises.
Massaging the Hands:
There are main channels starting from the fingers. Two heart channels start from the middle and the
little fingers. The lung channels start from the thumb. The large intestine channel start little finger.
The pancreas channel starts from the ring finger. When we massage the hands and the inside of the
fingers it helps to open those important energy channels.
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Massaging the face and ears:
The face and ears have points linking to energy channels in all part of the body. And so, when you
massage your face and ears you massage your whole body. For example, if you feel pain when you
massage your ears you have a blockage in the relative part or organ in the body. Keep massaging
does points on your ear until the pain is completely gone, the blockage in the body will disappear.
Massaging the Kidney:
Kidney energy is the most important energy for our life and vitality. If we up our kidney energy too
fast our lives will end sooner. A man’s kidney energy begins to decrease after age 40 and a women’s
35. Our legs are the first parts of the body to indicate we are aging. When we feel our legs are not as
strong as before our kidney energy is getting lower. In tao meditation, Chinese medicine and
longevity exercises. The kidney energy is always number one in our attention. When we massage our
kidney we help energize and balance this vital energy centre.

Cupping Exercises:
The area to be cupped have almost all of the energy channels. Cupping wake up and moves the
energy in those channels and clears away blockage. ( Note: if you cach a cold, cup your arms to
help stop coughing, because the lung, heart and large intestine channels run troufg the arms.)
Spine exercise:
Most human ailments relate to blockages in the spine. Mental problems and other sickness in the
head relate to the neck . Illnesses in the mayor organs relate the back spine. Reproductive organ
problems relate to the lower back and the tailbone. The spine exercises balance and energize that
vitally important area of the body.
Patting the tailbone:
The is the gate of vitality in the body. Tapping the tailbone strengthens the kidney energy and
balances energy that helps with weight control, reproductive problems, fertility, headaches and
improve memory function, by balancing the Yin and Yang energy.
Getting up every couple of hours to the pat the tailbone and sacrum area will help open channels
that have closed due to long periods of sitting or other blockage. Also, QigongS.F.Q recommends
that women over spend several minute patting the tailbone area every day to prevent blockages in
the female organs.
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Hell exercise
When you move the hells up and down you open the energy channels in your feet including the liver
and the kidney channels. This exercise in very good for constipation as well as cold feet and hands
in winter time.

Walking and running exercise
When you walk or run, put your tongue against the roof of your mouth. Swing your hands naturally
from side to side with your gingers open and form a Yin and Yang circle. Visualize or imagine you
are walking or running in the sun.
As you inhale, imagine the pure universal energy running into your body through every cell and
gathering deep in behind the navel. As you exhale , imagine any sickness and all energy blockages
change into smosky air and shoot out from every cell to the end of the universe. These exercises can
be done any time.

Sleep exercise
Put your tongue against the roof of your mouth. Inhale and exhale the same as walking and running
exercises. You can sleep on your back or on either side. Do not sleep on your stomach, because your
neck will twist and blockages can gradually develop.
Visualize you are sleeping in the moon. Before you fall asleep, say to yourself : may sleep for eight
hours in eight hours of Qigong meditation. Tomorrow, when I wake-up, all my energy channel are
open. I have no energy channel blockages in my body. I; am completely healed.”
Before getting out of bed first thing in the morning take a deep breath three tome, rub your hands,
and massage your face.
This exercise in especially usefull for those who have sleeping problems.

Extra information from Master Chunyi Lin, creator of Spring Forest Qigong
Down below.
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Healing women’s health issues through Spring Forest Qigong
Energy is different between men and women. Women have a more complex system and more Qi than men, because
they have two factories, the kidneys and the ovaries. Men have only kidney energy. As a general rule, women live
longer than men.
This article includes advice that Chunyi Lin, creator of the Spring Forest Qigong healing system, has given during
our events, on various recordings, and in conversations with him. As always, use this information to broaden your
understanding of health and wellness.
To protect kidney energy Chunyi says to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

sleep well
exercise
eat a nutritious diet
think positive thoughts and have a positive attitude
when you’re tired, don’t push yourself to go beyond that
practice healthy sexual activity. Don’t go beyond tired and do not practice unhealthy sexual activity. As
sexual energy gets stronger, it converts to wisdom energy (liver energy). As wisdom energy gets stronger, it
gets stored in the heart and once this energy is strong enough, it will open the third eye.

The biggest complaint with aging women is hot flashes. This is not a bad thing. In the healing process, people often
get healed in a flash of heat, which helps to open up new channels. The body knows how to fine tune from one stage
to another. To ease the process, drink water and practice Spring Forest Qigong during the transition.
In Chinese herbal medicine, using dong quai helps to balance the energy in the kidneys and pancreas. When the life
force energy is stronger, it helps soothe the transition.
It is also good to eat black sesame seeds and ginger root, which is good for joints. Practicing
Spring Forest Qigong will help balance the body and strengthen kidney energy.
Women’s energy is very special, but Western medicine doesn’t base studies on women.
Even studies of breast cancer were based on men because women’s hormones aren’t stable.
Female Breasts
Chunyi recommends that women use the Breast Massage Technique, created by a female Qigong master and found in
the Level II manual.
Focus in your heart throughout the entire exercise. Rub hands until warm, then, cover the nipples with the middle of
the palm, using the point where a line extended from the first finger intersects a line extended from the middle finger.
Massage in a circular motion inward 36 times, at the rate of one circle every 2 seconds. Repeat, circling outward 36
times. At the end, lift the breasts up a little and take three deep breaths.
The best times to do this technique is in the early morning when the lung energy channels are open or late afternoon
when the kidney channels are open. When you massage the breasts at these times, it not only helps the breasts, but
also helps the lungs and kidneys.
Chunyi says that massaging the breasts not only helps with menopause, it will help with problems with menstruation.
The flow period will be shorter and you will detoxify faster. This can even help after hysterectomy. Remember to
focus your energy in the heart.
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Master Healer Darcie Gustine, who works extensively with female clients at the Spring Forest Healing Centre,
always recommends the breast massage. She said, “It’s one of the best things a woman can do for herself, whether
she’s healthy or healing.”
Osteoporosis and rheumatoid arthritis
Why do more women suffer these diseases? Chunyi says that women are very vulnerable during their menstrual flow
and labour.
The sacrum area is very important. The sacrum normally closes at age 12 and the flexibility of the body gradually
disappears. In the delivery process, the sacrum and lower torso open to allow delivery of the baby. At this time, the
body must get rid of lots of toxins. Many people do things in the cold at this time. The pores open, which lets the cold
in and forces the sacrum to close before the toxins come out. Chunyi says the toxins then go to the joints.
The best way to open the sacrum is to have another baby and treat the body right during labour. Otherwise, do the
Spring Forest Qigong exercises in Level 2. Chunyi also recommends bathing in ginger water for 20 minutes, followed
by a shower.
Heavy bleeding during menstruation
Using the techniques in Level 2, open the kidneys and the bottom of the torso.
Strong cramps Again, by using the techniques in Level 2, clear the sacrum, female organs, and the bottom of the
torso. Pat your tailbone and massage the bottom of the feet.
To help someone give birth Send energy to the sacrum. Send light and say, “Open. Open. Open.” Send light energy
to the baby and visualize a happy and healthy life for the family.
If the baby is sick in the uterus Visualize clearing the spine.
If something scary happens to the motherTalk to the baby to let it know it is just fine. Clear the heart blockage and
the liver, then
visualize a beautiful heart in the baby.
Uterine and fibroid tumours Clear the sacrum and tailbone.
Sclerosis
Use a chiropractor and pat the tailbone. Tapping the tailbone and sacrum area and massaging the bottom of the torso
clears blockages in both men and women who have reproductive organ problems.
Endometriosis
Tap your tailbone. If you can’t tap you own tailbone, you can have someone else do it for you or you can bounce your
sacrum and tailbone area gently into a wall. This will also help with weight loss.
Remember what Chunyi says. “The source of healing power is not techniques. The healing power is from love,
forgiveness, and kindness.”
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